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The Association ACA Primer: The Federal 
Exchanges

What are the federal Exchanges?
Under the Affordable Care Act (ACA), every state and the District of Columbia are required to 
create a health insurance “Exchange”.  These independent health care entities would serve 
as, to use a common example, a Travelocity for health insurance shopping for individuals 
and small businesses (defined as under 50 full time employees).  Individuals and businesses 
would be able to go online and find different private (and possibly public) insurance options 
that meet their needs, then receive an affordable rate because the Exchange’s market is 
larger than if the person had been shopping for insurance individually.  Exchanges are 
designed to help individuals and families shop for their insurance options, but within every 
Exchange are SHOP plans.  SHOP (Small business Health Option Program) plans are a 
marketplace where employers can find insurance offerings to provide for their employees.  

Under ACA, every state must have created or be on their way to creating an Exchange for 
their state by 2014 (or working within a regional Exchange).  States that fail to do so have 
two choices – work with the federal government to create a partnership Exchange or allow 
the federal government to create an Exchange within their state.  These Exchanges must 
also be in place and operational by 2014.  A partnership Exchange would be a jointly run 
Exchange where the state and federal government would split the responsibilities for the 
Exchange; what these partnerships would look like is currently unknown.

Status of the federal Exchanges/Exchange regulations:
What little guidance the federal government has released says that federal Exchanges will 
contract with any eligible health plans that meet minimum standards as well as allow 
Navigator programs to have a role for agents and brokers.  Whatever proposed and final 
regulations that the federal government does release on hybrid and federal Exchanges will 
be wide ranging.  Eighteen states and the District of Columbia have declared that they will 
create their own state Exchanges, while another six have declared that they will create 
hybrid/partnership Exchanges with the federal government.  That leaves another twenty-six 
states that are leaving it to the federal government to create an Exchange for them.  A 
problem that federal agencies will face when creating these state Exchanges will be how 
much they should customize Exchanges or create a one-size-fits-all Exchange model; the 
states that are defaulting to the federal model range in size and population type from Texas 
to Alaska to Maine.  

The following states have asked the federal government to create an Exchange in their 
state: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine, 
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, 
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, Wisconsin, and 
Wyoming.  Utah currently has an operating Exchange but due to the state-based Exchange 
regulations, the state government may be reconsidering whether it can fall into this 
category.  West Virginia passed legislation to create a state-based Exchange, but is currently 
reconsidering whether to ask the federal government to create a partnership Exchange in 
the state.  The following five states are planning on a partnership Exchange: Arkansas, 
Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, and North Carolina.

Key questions for associations on the federal Exchanges:
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1. Will the Obama Administration model federal Exchanges after existing state 
Exchanges or go in a different direction?  When writing the ACA, lawmakers and 
the Obama Administration often looked to Massachusetts as a model for different 
elements, including the Exchanges.  The “Massachusetts Connector” has an 
individual insurance component (with subsidies provided to low-income residents) as 
well as a small employer component.  If the federal government needs a fall back 
model, it may default to this one.  However, as can be seen above, the list of states 
that will have a federal Exchange have different populations than Massachusetts; will 
a Massachusetts model work in Texas, for example?  Or will the federal government 
pick a few functional state models to use when creating Exchanges?  (To find more 
information on the Massachusetts Exchange, see the Kaiser Health state profile 
here).

2. How will the federal Exchanges be funded?  The answer to this question may 
have been answered by regulations already proposed.  In their November 30th 
regulations on state Exchanges, the Department of Health and Human Services said 
it would allow state Exchanges to charge fees to insurance companies operating in 
the Exchange.  However, this likely will not cover the entire cost; will the federal 
government charge the state or participants to cover the cost?

3. How will Navigators operate in the Exchange?   A Navigator is an entity that 
represents a cross-section of the Exchange population and serves as an informational 
resource for participants.  Associations are spelled out in the ACA as a type of 
Navigator.  These entities are asked by the law to create an infrastructure whereby 
they can provide timely information on registering and operating within an Exchange. 
Imagine a State SAE as a Navigator for a state Exchange, serving as a resource for its 
members on how to receive insurance through the Exchange.  How will Navigators 
work in the federal Exchange, and will they be required to pay for creating the 
websites, forms, and phone lines required to serve these populations?

http://healthreform.kff.org/state-exchange-profiles/massachusetts.aspx

